ABSTRACT
INTRODUCTION
Digital images are electronic snapshots taken of a scene or scanned from documents, such as photographs, manuscripts, printed texts, and artwork. The digital image is sampled and mapped as a grid of dots or picture elements (pixels). Each pixel is assigned a value (black, white, shades of gray or color), which is represented in binary code (zeros and ones). The binary digits ("bits") for each pixel are stored in a sequence by a computer and often reduced to a mathematical representation (compressed). The bits are then interpreted and read by the computer to produce an analog version for display or printing [1] .
Grayscale images can be represented by matrices. Each element of the matrix determines the intensity of the corresponding pixel. For convenience, most of the current digital files use integer numbers between 0 (to indicate black, the color of minimal intensity) and 255 (to indicate white, maximum intensity), giving a total of 256 = 2^8 different levels of gray. Color images, in turn, can be represented by three matrices. Each matrix specifies the amount of Red, Green and Blue that makes up the image. This color system is known as RGB3. The elements of these matrices are integer numbers between 0 and 255, and they determine the intensity of the pixel with respect to the color of the matrix. Thus, in the RGB system, it is possible to represent 2563 = 2^24 = 16777216 different colors [1] .
With the rapid growth of computer networks and advances in information technology, a huge amount of digital data is being exchanged over unsecured channels. Major part of transmitted information, either confidential or private, demands for security mechanisms to provide required protection. Therefore, security has become an important issue during the storing and transmission of digital data. The security of images is an application layer technology to guard the transmitted information against unwanted disclosure as well as to protect the data from modification while in transit. It includes several aspects like copyright protection, authentication, confidentiality and access control. It is argued that traditional encryption algorithms are not preferable for image encryption for two reasons. One is that the image size is always more than text size. Therefore, traditional cryptosystems take longer time to encrypt the image data. The other is that the size of decrypted text must be equal to the original text size. However, this requirement is not necessary for image data. Due to the characteristic of human perception, a small distortion in decrypted image is usually acceptable. Three different ways to protect digital data from unauthorized eavesdropping are cryptography, steganography and watermarking. Among these three techniques, cryptography has become one of the major tools to provide high level of security. Cryptography deals with the development of techniques for converting information between intelligible and unintelligible forms. It deals with the content confidentiality and access control. In secure communications using cryptography, which is the main focus of the present work, the encryption and decryption operations are guided by one or more keys. Techniques that use same secret key for encryption and decryption are grouped under private key cryptography. Alternately, encryption and decryption keys are different or computationally it may not be feasible to derive one key even though the knowledge of other key, such cryptographic methods are known as public key cryptography. The present work focuses on the development of private key image cryptographic algorithm for providing high level of security [2] .
Many techniques and methods were proposed for digital image encryption-decryption [3, 4, and 5] , but all these methods and techniques suffer from the security level and the big time needed to impalement encryption and decryption.
LITERATURE REVIEW
Many studies that compare image encryption techniques were conducted:
In [6] Comparative analysis of Advanced Encryption Standard, Compression Friendly Encryption Scheme, Chaotically Coupled Chaotic Map Encryption Scheme and a Bernoulli Map Based Encryption Scheme are done.
In [7] the researchers did a literature review on existing work which was done form different techniques for image encryption and also gave the general introduction about images and image encryption with advantages and disadvantages.
In [8] the researchers presented a survey of over 25 research papers dealing with image encryption techniques scrambled the pixels of the image and decrease the correlation among the pixels.
In [9] the researchers classified various image encryption schemes and analyzed them with respect to various parameters like tunability, visual degradation, compression friendliness, format compliance, encryption ratio, speed, and cryptographic security.
In [10] the researchers analyzed and compared current image encryption algorithms namely, Mirror-like image encryption and Visual Cryptography.
PARALLEL ENCRYPTION-DECRYPTION FOR IMAGE
The OpenMP library is an API (Application Programming Interface) for writing shared memory parallel applications in programming languages such as matlab, C++. This API consists of compiler directives, runtime routines, and Environmental variables. Some the advantages of OpenMP includes: good performance, portable (it is supported by a large number of compilers), requires very little programming effort and allows the program to be parallelized incrementally. OpenMP is widely available and used, mature, lightweight, and ideally suited for multi-core architectures. Data can be shared or private in the OpenMP memory model. When data is private it is visible to one thread only, when data is public it is global and visible to all threads. OpenMP divides tasks into threads; a thread is the smallest unit of a processing that can be scheduled by an operating system. The master thread assigns tasks unto worker threads. Afterwards, they execute the task in parallel using the multiple cores of a processor [11] .
Multiplication of large matrices requires a lot of computation time as its complexity is O(n ^3 ), where n is the dimension of the matrix. Because most current applications require higher computational throughputs, many algorithms based on sequential and parallel approaches were developed to improve the performance of matrix multiplication. Even with such improvements [12] , [13] , for example, Stassen's algorithm for sequential matrix multiplication [13] has shown a limitation in performance. For this reason, parallel approaches have been examined for decades. Most of parallel matrix multiplication algorithms use matrix decomposition that is based on the number of processors available. This includes [14] , [15] : the systolic algorithm, Cannon's algorithm, Fox and Otto's algorithm, PUMMA (Parallel Universal Matrix Multiplication), SUMMA (Scalable Universal Matrix Multiplication) and DIMMA (Distribution Independent Matrix Multiplication). Each one of these algorithms uses the matrices that decomposed into submatrices. During execution process, a processor calculates a partial result using the sub-matrices that are currently accessed by it. It successively performs the same calculation on new sub matrices, adding the new results to the previous [12] , [13] . Parallel processing for matrix multiplication is an efficient method of multiplication, but as shown in [16] the speedup of multiplication is limited to the available number of existing processors.
IMPLEMENTATION

PARALLEL METHOD IMPLEMENTATION
Contemporary desktop and laptop PCs are, more often than not, equipped with multi-core processors. On the one hand, the MATLAB Parallel Computing Toolbox may be used to help speed up computations on these PCs. On the other hand, because these cores, or threads, share a common memory, many of MATLAB's thread-parallel enabled functions may readily be put to work autonomously without any coding modifications. This is referred to as implicit parallelism to distinguish it from explicit parallelism for which the PCT belongs. Vector operation is the necessary, but not sufficient, trigger for implicit parallel computation. The particular application or algorithm, and the amount of computations also help MATLAB to determine whether an application will be performed with multithreads.
A digital image was represented by a matrix and the encryption phase was implemented by applying the following steps:
• Get the original image matrix.
• Generate a random matrix to be used as a private key for encryption.
• Apply matrix multiplication of the original matrix and the key to get the encrypted image.
• The decryption phase can be implemented applying the following steps:
• Get the encrypted image.
• Use the private key.
• Apply matrix multiplication of the encrypted image with the inverse of the private key to get the decrypted (original image). Table 1 shows the parallel implementation results 
SEGMENTATION METHOD IMPLEMENTATION
The encryption phase can be implemented applying the following steps: 1) Get the original image matrix. 2) If the matrix is not square reshape it to square by padding zeros. 3) Select the number of segment to be used to segment the original matrix. 4) Divide the image into equal sizes segments. 5) For each segment generate a square matrix with size equal segment size to be used as a private key for encryption-decryption. 6) Encrypt each segment by applying matrix multiplication. 7) Reshape the encrypted matrix to the original size.
The decryption phase can be implemented applying the following steps:
1) Get the encrypted image matrix.
2) If the matrix is not square reshape it to square by padding zeros.
3) Use the number of segment to be used to segment the original matrix. 4) Divide the image into equal sizes segments. 5) For each segment use its a private key. 6) Decrypt each segment by applying matrix multiplication using the inverse of the private key. 7) Reshape the decrypted matrix to the original size to get the original image.
This method was implemented using matlab code and 
DISCUSSION OF RESULTS
From tables 1, 2 and 3 we can compare the processing time and find the speedup of segmentation method over parallel processing method, the results of comparisons are shown in table 4. From table 4 we can see that using segmentation method is more efficient to encrypt-decrypt the image and as illustrated in figures 1 and 2. 
CONCLUSION
Matrix multiplication can be successfully used to encrypt-decrypt digital images. Two methods of matrix multiplication were compared and from the obtained results we can conclude that segmentation method provides a high secure method of encryption-decryption by using a set of private random keys. Furthermore, the efficiency of using segmentation method is higher than any other method even comparing with parallel computation method.
